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COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS.
lineal foot of track; the moving load to be so placed as to. produce the greatest stress in eacli member * of the structure.*
Note.—For all track stringers and floor beams, and for plate-girder spans not exceeding 11O feet in length, the maximum calculated                due
to live load are griven in Table A.
Wind Loads. '         g    Tjle wincl pressure shall be assumed, acting
horizontally in either direction:—
(i.) At 30 pounds per square foot on the exposed surface of all trusses and the floor as seen in elevation, and on the side of a train 10 feet high, beginning at 2j feet above the base of rail and moving across the bpdgc. (2.) At 50 pounds per square foot on all exposed surfaces of the unloaded structure.
The greater calculated stress will be used in proportioning the wind bracing.
10.    For determining the requisite anchorage for the loaded structure the train shall lie assumed to weigh 800 pounds per lineal foot.
11.    For longitudinal bracing of trestle towers and similar structures, the momentum pmdizeed by suddenly stopping the train shall be considered; tin*
Train.           coefficient of friction of wheels sliding upon rails
being assumed as 0.2.
12.    When the structure is on a curve the effect
of as many trains as there are tracks shall be provided for (see Table (J).
SECTION  3.—DETERMINATION   OF  SKCTIOXS.
13.    The  calculation   of  stresses  prodnml   bv the above-mentioned live and dead loads will determine the following values for caeh member:-
M —Maximum calculated stress in member (compress or tension).
m = (i), Minimum calculated ^tress in members subjected to one kind of stress only (all compression or all tension); or (2), maximum calcu-
*This corresponds closely with Cooper's "K40" loading, ctrrju th.it wr have hcrr a train load of 5,000 Ibs. per lin. ft., where Cooper ha* for this case 4,<KW lb§.
Anchorage.
Longitudinal Bracing of
stresses Due to
Force.            due to the centrifugal  force
strain Sheet.

